We introduce the Banach space of vector valued sequences iP^iE) , 1 S p , (j < » , where E is a Banach space. Then we study the relation between V'"(E) and the Schur multipliers of 1 ® E , where E is taken to be some I
for all / € l P (E) , [3] . Grothendieck, [5] , showed that l P (E) is isometrically isomorphic to [V ® F) * , where F* = E , and 1/p + 1/p' = 1 .
Cohen, [3] , introduced the space l"(E) to be the space of all The space ^P(ff) was shown to induce the injective norm on 1? ® E , [3] , and Cohen showed that l"(E) induces the projective norm on V ® E . where the integral here is the Pettis integral, [4] . Set Z* = ff e(l)u(l)dv(9, u) . an element of l" {E*) . To see that, consider
< ff |<u(i), x>|du(e, u)
The monotone convergence theorem implies that 
Schur multipliers
Let p, q > 1 . A bounded function < ( > on N * N is called a Schur . For more about multipliers we refer to CZ], [6] , [7] and [3] . , [ 3 ] . Hence 
